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Abstract - As this paper shows, the magnetic coupling of the inductances of 
two hystereak-controlled singlephase A G b D C  boost converters connected 
in parallel leads in connection with a delayed switching of the power transistors 
to a SeK-adjusting stagged switdmg of the the partial systems. Thereby, a 
s m c a n t  reduction of the ripple of the resulting mrrins current as compared 
to the uncoupled case is obtained. Based on the analytic deacription of the 
current shapes within a pulse period the dependency on the circuit parameters 
of the occurring phase displacement of the switching functions of the partial 
systems is calculated. Furthermore, the d e c t  of an unsymmetry of the con- 
verters on the system behavior is analyzed and the automatic adjustment of 
the phase shift within a mains period is investigated by digital simulation. 
The theoretical considerations are verified by measurements on a laboratory 
model. Finally, the poesibility of a substitution of the magnetic coupling of the 
input inductances of the partial systems by a coupling of the current controls 
of the converters is discussed. 

1 Introduction 

Aa deseribed in [l], [2], [3], [4], the realbation of a singhphase A G b D C  
boost converter with high power can be achieved advantageously by a parallel 
connection of phase-shifted partial systems. This is especially true where high 
power density and high efficiency is required. If a number of n sequentially 
controlled parallel systems (with a phase shift of for each partial system) 
is used, 

the " u m  amplitude of the ripple of the entire system input current 

the fundamental frequency of the ripple current is increased from f to 

These results are made in comparison to n = 1 (or to ph-synchronous 
swikhg) and for overall energy storage capability (and/or for an entire vo- 

is reduced by a factor of na and 

nf (without h e g  the Snitching ~OSees). 

lume of the input inductances) being independent of n in a first approximati- 
on. Therefore, for equal maximum value of the input current ripple amplitude 
one can reduce the switching frequency and, therefore, one can increase the 
efficiency of the converter. Or, for equal switching frequency one can redu- 
ce the inductivity value of the input inductances and the filtering effort for 
avoidance of EM1 of other electric power w r s .  Thereby, for equal efficiency 
an increase of the power density of the converter can be obtained (cf. section 
11-E in [2]). 

When the number of parallel operating partial systems is determined, one 
has to make compromises between a possible increase of the power density 
and/or the efficiency and the thereby increased system complexity (and the 
connected increase of manufacturing wst and reduction of reliability). Also, 
one has to keep in mind that the matching requirements between the inductors 
are increased with n, as well as the phase accuracy of the control signals of 
the partial systems (cf. p. 3-137 in [l] or p. D1-9 in [5]). 

As shown in [l] (cf. p. 3-138) based on the optimization of a system with 3 kW 
output power (input voltage: 230V,. + 15%/- 20%) where the dimensioning 
of the input filter is included and as is proven in [4] (cf. section I), the paralle- 
ling of two partial systems results in a technical/economical optimum for high 
output power. Thereby, for high utilization of the power handling capability 
of the power semiconductor devicea the partial systems are operated in the 
continuoueconduction mode [4]. 

The control of the input current has to be realized by a control method with 
constant switching frequency (peak current mode control or average current 
mode control, [6], [7]) as required by the operating principle. Due to the 
&her control accuracy (especially in the vicinity of the mains voltage zero 
crossings) and to the reduced susceptibility to EM1 (cf. p. 65 in [SI or p. 
9-457 in [9]), one has to prefer the control of the local current mean value 
(average current mode control) as compared to controlling the local current 
peak value (peak current mode control). Thereby, the control error (being 
dynamically weighted and locally averaged by the current control amplifier) is 

UN U, 

Fig.1: Analysis of the operating behavior of a parallel connection of hysteresiecontrolled DGto-DC boost converters for 
magnetic coupling of the input inductances of the partial systems. (a): basic system structure; (b): shape of the ripples 
Ai1 and Ai2 of the input currents il and iz  and of the switching functions 81 and 82 (control signals of the power transistors 
7'1 and T2) of the partial systems for positive coupling E l a .  h+: positive switching threshold of the hysteresis controllers, 
h- :  negative threshold; simulation parameters: UN = 130V, LI = 1.33mH, E l 2  = 0.25, hysteresis band width h = 4A, 
U0 = 380V, swikhuy delay times of the active components are neglected. Time scale: 100ns/div. Independent of the sign 
of the coupling factor E l 2  (ense of winding of the partial inductances) no change of the initially existing phase shift of the 
switching fnnctions in direction of an oppceite-phase operation of the convertem results. 
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Fig.2: Basic structure of the power and control circuits of a single-phase AC-to-DC boost power factor corrector according 
to Fig.1 where the circuit part on the DC side is realized as a parallel connection of coupled current controlled partial systems 
and the switching of the power transistors is delayed by z. The (positive) magnetic coupling (as marked in Fig.l(a)) of 
the input inductances of the boost converters is illustrated by a T-equivalent circuit. There, the relations LN = LlzLr  and 
L1 = LZ = (1 - Ci2)LI are valid. The control signals s1 and sz of the power transistors 'TI and TZ are delayed by Tt as 
compared to the control signals of the hysteresis switching elements of the current controls. The dead time % includes the 
in reality always existing delay time of the control stages ond of the power transistors. It can be given in a defined manner 
for practical system realization by insertion of time elements into the current control loops. 

transformed by comparator stages into phase-shifted pulse width modulated 
control signals of the power transistors of the partial systems. As becomes 
clear, e.g., for precontrol of the current controller output by the instantaneous 
value of the mains voltage, basically a control method with impressed voltage 
(and not with impressed current) is given here; for insuring a symmetrical 
current consumption of the partial systems one has to add a special control 
loop, therefore (cf. section VI in [4]). 

A direct control and symmetrization of the partial currents could be achieved 
by using a control method impreesing the currents. Based on this conside 
ration, the basic question a r k  in connection with the already mentioned 
disadvantages of the peak current mode control if one can obtain a synchro- 
nization or a locking of the partial systems into an operation with opposite 
phase (or, at  least, an operation which reduces the ripple of the total input 
current as compared to the algebraic sum of the ripple contributions of the 
partial systems) ale0 if a control method is applied which is not linked to a 
constant pulse frequency, e.g., variable hysteresis control [lo], [ll], [12]. 

Methods for a staggered switching of parallel, hysteresis current controlled con- 
verters are described in the literature in connection with the reduction of the 
effects on the mains of input PWM rectifiers (single-phase four-quadrant chop- 
pers [14]) ofh&-power traction equipment. There, basically one tries to achie 
ve a synchronization of the pulse frequencies (which vary timedependently 
and in dependency on the load condition of the power circuit) and a phase 
s h i  of the switching status changes of the partial systems by (1) coupling of 
the current controls or, by (2) coupling of the power circuits. 

The control-oriented coupling (as propoeed in [15] and [l6]) of several par- 
tial systems (hierarchically organized hysteresis control) involves a relatively 
h i h  complexity and a relatively high realization effort of the control system. 

Therefore, it shall not be treated in more detail here. A specific coupling 
of the power circuits of parallel working systems is described in [ lq .  Via 
appropriate choice of the leakage inductances of the input main transformer 
of an electric locomotive feeding two four-quadrant choppers from separate 
secondary windings one obtains a significant reduction of the harmonic content 
of the transformer primary current drawn from the overhead line. Based 
on this, it is obvious in the case at hand to investigate the influence of a 
magnetic coupling of the input inductances of the AC-to-DC boost converters 
on the shape and harmonic content of the total input current. There, the 
mains voltage and the hysteresis width can be assumed constant over several 
switching cycles. This is due to the fact that the system pulse frequency 
lies substantially above the mains frequency. This in turn is required for a 
practical realization of the system in order to minimize the filtering effort. 
Therefore, one can investigate the basic system behavior usiqg the example 
of two hysteresis controlled magnetically coupled DCto-DC boost converter 
stages connected in parallel ( c f .  Fig.l(a)). 

A digital simulation based on the assumption of ideal components leads to the 
current ripple shape shown in Fig.l(b). One can notice a coupling of the parti- 
al systems. However, the phase shift of the ripple currents Ai1 and Ai2 is not 
influenced thereby; especially no staggered switching of the partial systems 
is obtained. If, for investigating the real system behavior a switching delay 
time of the power transistors is introduced into the simulation (cf. Fig.2), 
one would expect only a small basic change of the operating behavior (e.g., a 
minor increase of the ripple amplitude). Surprisingly, however, there results a 
high amplification of the mutual influence of the partial systems acting in the 
direction of a shift of the ripple currents (or, of the switching functions cha- 
racterizing the switching states of the power transistors) by one half switching 
period (c f .  Fig.3). Therefore, in a first approximation there exist relations 
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Fig.3: Operating behavior of the circuit according to Fig.2 for constant input voltage UN and for different values of the 
voltage transfer ration m = 8. Representation of the current ripples Ai1 and Ai2 of the input currents and of the switching 
functions of the partial systems. Simulation parameters: (a): UN = 130V or m = 0.34; (a): UN = 190 V or m = 0.5; (e): 
UN = 250V or m = 0.66. Simulation parameters according to Fig.l(a): LN = 0.33mH, L = 1mH and Tt = 6 . 5 ~ 8 ,  however. 
Time scale: 100ns/div. Independent of the specific value of the voltage transfer ratio one obtains (in the stationary case) an 
operation of the partial systems in approximately opposite phase (or a phase shift of the switching functions of approximately 
half a pulse period). Ideal phak opposition is given for m = 0.5 (cf. (b)). 
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Fig.4: Shape of the current ripples Ai1 and Ai2 and of the switching functions s1 and s2 of the circuit according to Fig.2 
for T, = 0 (cf. (a)) and Tt = 6 . 5 ~ s  (cf. (b) and (c)); the remaining simulation parameters are equal as for Fig.l(b) or 
Fig.)(c); time scale: 27.5ps/div. 

for the stationary case which correspond to a control method with impressed 
voltage and/or a forced-staggered switching. This fact motivates a further 
investigation of the system shown in Fig.2. 

In this paper a detailed analysis of the operating behavior of a parallel connec- 
tion of two variable hysteresis current controlled single-phase AC-to-DC boost 
converters with coupled input inductances and delayed switching of the power 
transistors is given. In section 2 the self-adaptive locking of the partial sy- 
stems into an operation with approximately opposite phase of the switching 
functions is analyzed based on the assumption of a time-constant input voltage 
and hysteresis width. The characteristic current shapes are described analy- 
tically. The dependency (as a function of time) of the change of the phase 
displacement of the switching functions occurring during the locking process 
is calculated for a switching sequence in dependency on switching delay time, 
degree of coupling and voltage transformation ratio. Based on these hasic 
considerations, in section 3 the global operating behavior of the power factor 
corrector within a mains voltage half cycle is investigated by digital simulati- 
on. In section 4 the theoretical considerations are verified by measurements 
on a laboratory circuit. Finally, in section 5 a coupling of the current con- 
trols of the partial systems replacing the coupling of the input inductances is 
discussed. With this one can obtain a self-adjusting staggered switching of 
two converters without explicite coupling of the power circuits. This gives a 
broad applicability of the propwed concept. 

2 Theory of Operation 

In the following in section 2.1 we try to give a clear explanation of the locking 
of the partial systems of the circuit shown in Fig.2 into an operation with 
opposite phase. The resuls of the detailed mathematical description of the 
system behavior are compiled in section 2.2. The influence of the system 
parameters on the lock-in process is discussed in section 2.3. 

2.1 Basic Function 

Figure 4(a) shows a segment of the signal shapes as shown in Fig.l(a). As 
already described in section 1, due to Tt = 0 no influence of the coupling of 
the partial systems on the phase shift of the switching functions s1 and s2 is 
given. The phase shift occurring in t = 0 is maintained. The delay tZ  - t l  
of the positive edge of 82 with respect to the positive edge of s1 shall be 
denoted in the following by T,,,O-I, the delay of the negative edges by T , , ~ , o .  

As becomes immediately clear by inspection of the equivalent circuit of the 
coupled inductor arrangement ( c f .  LN and L1 and Lz in Fig.2), the rate of 
change of bofh systems is influenced by each switching state change via the 
inductive voltage drop across L N .  We have: 

dil diz 
dt dt s1 sz 

0 0 -k- -k -  

- -  

Tab.1: Rate of change of the parti- 
al currents il and iz in dependency on 
switching state combinations of the par- 

0 1 -k-- k++ 
1 0  k++ -k-- 
1 1  k+ k+ tial systems. 

with 

Because, according to Tab.1 there exist identical current rates of change for 
the switching state combinations ( ~ 1 , s ~ )  = (10) and (Ol), the shape of Ai1 
related to the negative switching threshold h- and the shape of Ai2 related to 
the positive threshold h+ show the symmetry conditions indicated in Fig.4(a) 
(cf. A, B, C and A', B', C'). Therefore, a phase shift measured at h- of T,,,o+I 

is reproduced according to T,,,I+O = T , , + ~ , ~ , O ~ ~  at h+.  For ideal symmetry of 
the partial systems there remains an initial phase shift or, also, each change 
of this phase. shift of the ripple currents caused by a disturbance as a stable 
condition. Therefore, the switching functions can he shifted with respect to 
each other freely by disturbances (or by unsymmetries of the partial systems). 

A negative coupling klz < 0 of the partial systems (reversal of the sense of 
winding of L1 or L z )  results in no basic change of the operating behavior. 
Therefore, a more detailed discussion is omitted here. Remark; We want to 
point out in connection with k l z  < 0 that a negative coupling for a practical 
realization could not be modelled by a T-equivalent circuit which neglects the 
potential separation of the partial windings. klz < 0 is basically only pcxssible 
for magnetic coupling of L1 and La. 

For a time delay Tt of the output signals of the hysteresis switching elements 
(cf. Fig.2) there results (as a comparison of Fig.4(a) and of a segment of 
Fig.B(a), Fig4(b), clearly shows) a hasic change of the operating behavior of 
the circuit. By turning on 'TI in tl (having a delay of Tt as compared to 
intersecting h - )  the current rate of change of the partial current in LZ is 
increased from -k- to -k-- (cf. Tab.1). The intersection of h- in tz (due 
to the time delay Tt of the output signals of the hysteresis switching elements 
Ail and Ai2 are not held within the tolerance band h = h+ - h- ) occurs 
with a larger rate of change therefore. At the end of the delay interval Tt a 
current value of A ~ z , : = * ~  < i l , t=t l  is obtained thereby. Accordingly, the phase 
difference of Ai1 and Ai2 is increased. For maintaining the phase relation 
exlsting before t l ,  in analogy to Fig.4(a) a switching over would have to occur 
already in ti .  There, a shape of Ail and Ai2 as shown in Fig.4(b) would 
result. 

The phase difference is now further increased for each intersection of a switching 
threshold until the dead time intervals to be considered after falling below h- 
will lie completely at the switching state s1 = 0, sz = 0. The same is true for 
intervals Tt corresponding to h+ if they will lie completely at switching states 
s1 = 1, sz = 0 or s1 = 0 and sa = 1. According to Tab.1, the partial currents 
then show the same rate of change when a switching threshold is crossed; this 
means that a stationary operation of the system is obtained. As shown in 
Fig.4(c), the effect of the dead time corresponds to an apparent increase of 
the hysteresis band width in the stationary case (switching thresholds h; and 
h'_ in connection with Ti = 0). 

Therefore, after an initial steady increase. of the phase difference of si and 
s2 the segments sz = 1 of the pulse pattern sz are locked in the intervals 
s1 = 0 of the pulse pattern s1 (or the intervals s1 = 1 of the pulse pattern 
81 are locked in the intervals sz = 0 of the pulse pattern s a )  after several 
switching cycles. (Remark: If the pulse s2,,, = 1 would move to the end of 
S I , , ,  = 0, s1 would have to be regarded as lagging phase; based on the previous 
considerations also in this case a synchronizing reaction of the system is given 
which moves s2 = 1 back into the region s1 = 0). As also Fig.3(c) shows, it is 
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inherent to the system that a synchronization and an approximate opposite- 
phase operation of the partial systems results. Therefore, the system behavior 
corresponds to that of a phas4ocked loop which synchronizes the switching 
functions in approximately opposite phase. 

Remark: For negative values of the coupling factor, an initially existing phase 
difference of s1 and sa is reduced to 0 within a few switching cycles. (This can 
be shown easily by digital simulation.) In this case, the stationary condition 
is represented by switching functions being in phase. Therefore, for the total 
input current no compensation of the harmonic contributions of the input 
currents of the partial systems is given. A more detailed analysis of this effect 
(which could be of advantage under certain circumstances with respect to 
other conditions) shall be omitted for the sake of brevity. 

The considerations made so far have been related to voltage transfer ratios 
m > 0.5. 

or to da t ive  on-ti" of the power transistors of (IT < 0.5, 

QT = 1 - m , 

(assuming system operation in the continuousconduction mode). If an input 
voltage m < 0.5 and/or QT > 0.5 exists, there results no basic change of the 
system operating behavior as compared to m > 0.5. However, the stationary 
condition is then characterized by the absenee of the switching state combi- 
nation 81 = 0 ,sa  = 0; the blocking intervals s1 = 0 and s2 = 0 are locked 
in the conduction intervals s2 = 1 and 81 = 1) of the partial systems. In 
connection with the previous considerations for m > 0.5 then also the ideally 
opposibphase switching occuring for m = 0.5 (cf. Fig.3(b)) can be explained 

(8) 

clearly. 

In the following section we want to give a mathematical description of the 
behavior during the locking process. The aim is to clarify the dependency 
of the increase of the phase shift occuring within a switching cycle on the 
operating parameters and to obtain a conclusion concerning the phase relation 
between s1 and sa actually being present in the stationary operation. 

2.2 Mathematical Analysis 

2.2.1 Assumptions 

For the mathematical analysis we want to " n e :  

operation of the partial systems in continuoueconduction mode 
ideal symmetry of the partial systems (equal switching delay times, ne- 

0 positive coupling kl2 > 0 of the input inductors of the partial systems 
constant value within a switching cycle of the input voltage UN, the 

minimum on- or off-times of 2Tt of the power transistors (or a corre- 

glection of component tolerances, etc.) 

output voltage WO and the hysteresis band width h and 

spondmg value of the hyskresis band width). 

By the sssumption of minimum on- or off-times it is possible to reduce the 
number of eases to be distinguished for the calculation of the lock-in proteas 
concerning the initial ShiR r, of s1 and 82.  The operating behavior not being 
included hereby for UN % 0 and UN zj U0 is of negligible importance. This is 
the case becawe for practical realization one has to provide always a minimum 
value of the difference WO - UN for s d c i e n t  system dynamics. Furthermore, 
the partial currents for AC voltage supply of the system for UN % 0 (in the 
vicinity of the zero-crossings of the mains voltage) cannot be held by the 
control within the hysteresis bands (d Fig.8 or e.g., Figs.2(b) and 2(c) in [18] 
or Fig.5 in [ll]). Therefore, the lock-in to the opposite-phase operation can 
only occur for higher voltage values. 

The relations are being described at  first for m > 0.5. As given in section 
2.2.3 one can derive from this the system behavior for m < 0.5 by symmetry 
considerations. 

The couplmg of the partial systems is characterized in the following by 

LN 
L k L = - ;  (4) 

as compared to the degree of coupling kl2 of the input inductances Lr of the 
partial systems there exists the relation 

(5) 

2.2.2 

In dependency on the relative time-position of the switching functions s1 and 
s2 during the lock-in process (or on the overlapping of the delay intervals 
occurring there) one has to distinguish six regions rn,,,,," 5 rn 5 rn,,,,= (cf. 
Fig.5). 7, denotes the phase shift of the switching state change S Z , ~  = 0 * 1 
related to q n  = 0 - 1 at the beginning of a switching cycle (cf. Fig.5(d)). 
For the increase of the phase shift within a switching cycle we set 

Analysis for 0.5 U0 < U N  < U0 

ATn+l,n = rn+i - rn . ( 6 )  

In the following the results of the mathematical analysis are summarized brief- 
ly according to partial regions and to their sequence during the lock-in process. 

Region A: 

Definition region: 

(7) 
m(1- m) 

m(1- m) + 2 k ~ ( 1 +  2 k ~ )  Tt . 0 < Tn.A 5 

The system behavior at  the beginning of the locking process (for the region 
between switching functions SI and sa being in phase and a maximum phase 
shift after a switching cycle of rn+l = T,) is covered. Increase of the phase 
shift of s1 and s2 per switching cycle: 

Maximum increase of the phase shift (at the upper region 
boundary): 

2 k ~ ( l +  2 k ~ )  
Tt m(1- m) + 2 k ~ ( l +  2 k ~ )  ATn+l.n,A,msx = (9) 

Region B: 

Definition region: 

Tt . (10) 
m(1- m) m 

m(1- m) + 2 k ~ ( l +  2 k ~ )  ' Tn'B ' - m + 2 k ~  

At the upper region boundary the phase difference of the negative switching 
edges S Z , ~  = 1 + 0 and SI,,, = 1 + 0 becomes equal to z. Increase of the 
phase shift of s1 and s2 per switching cycle: 

Maximum increase of the phase shift (at the upper region 
boundary): 

See region A regarding the increase of the phase shift at the lower region 
boundary. 

Region C :  

Definition region: 
m 

m + 2 k ~  
Tr I Tn,c 5 Tt 

There remains (as compared to A and B ) only a partial overlapping of the 
time delays 'Z corresponding to the switching state changes SI,,, = 0 -+ 1 and 
SZ,,, = 0 - 1. Increase of the phase shift of si and sz per switching cycle: 

Maximum increase of the phase shift (at the upper region 
boundarv) : 

See region B regarding the increase of the phase shift at  the lower region 
boundary. 

Region D: 

Definition region: 
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Fig.5: Representation of the shapes of the current ripples Ai1 and Ai0 and switching functions SI and s2 a8 being charac- 
teristic for the cawa A - F to be distinguished for the mathematical analysis of the locking process. The denomination of 
the figures corresponds to the related calculation region. E.g.. (a) corresponds to region A, (f) corresponds to the region of 
stationary operation F. 

1 + 2 k ~  Lh 1 - m  
m+kL WO m + k t  T1 5 Tn,D 5 --+- Ti 

Inc- of the phase shift of si and sa per switching cycle: 

AE l?q.(17) shows clearly (and (YI already qualitatively treated in section 2.1), 
the occurrence of a self-adjusting staggered switching is linked to a coupling 
kL and a switching delay Tt. There, the d e e t  of a delay time Ti on the 
inc- of the phase shift per swit&ing cycle AT,,+~,,,D is also determined 
by the ratio of the input and output voltagea m. 

Remark As opposed to AT,,+~,,,,D, the values of AT,,+~,~,(A,B,c) show also a 
dependency on the initial shift T,,(A,B,c). This could lead to the assumption 
that in the +OM A, B and C a phaaoehiftii dFect could be given also 
without armitching delay time T1. However, according to Eq.(7), Eq.(lO) and 
Eq.(13) dm the width of the regions A, B, and C approaches 0 for Tt + (i. 
Therefore, the conclusion based on &.(17) (as given before) is valid in general. 

Region E: 
Definition region: 

Ti . (18) 
1 + 2 k ~  Lh 1 - m  1+2kt  Lh 1 + m + 2 k ~  +- -- 
m+kL U, m+kLTt 5 %E 5 -- m + k t  WO' m + k t  

This region is defined by the occurrence of switching state change ~ 2 , ~  = 0 + 

1 within a region &Ti around si,,, = 1 + 0. Increase of the phase shift of si 
and sa per switching cycle: 

h ( 1 +  2kt)' Lh k t ( l +  2kt)' + mEt(l+ 2kt) Tr 
Arn+i,n.E = 

(1 - m + kL)(m + kt)2 
+ 

(1 - m + k,)(m + kL)' 

Increase of the phase shift at the upper region boundary: 

Arn+i,n,E = 0 . (20) 

!See region D regarding the increase of the phase shift at the lower region 
boundary. 

According to Eq.(20) the phase shifting effect becomes 0 at the upper region 
boundary. This means that the limit of the locked or stationary condition 
(region F) is reached at the upper region boundary. 

Region F 

Definition region: 

or 

1 + 2 k ~  Lh 
m+kL W O +  m + k t  

1 + m + 2kr. 
Tt I rn,F -- 

- 

Tr . (22) 
m(l + 2 k ~ )  Lh m(m + 2 t ~ )  - EL -+ ( l -m)(m+kL) WO ( l - m ) ( m + k t )  I 

Increase of the phase shift of SI and s2 per switching cycle: 

ATn+I,n,F O . (23) 

Within a switching cycle no change of the initially existing phase shift of s1 
and s2 occurs. Within the region of r,, defined by Eq.(21) a stationary system 
operation is given. 

As can be seen by rewriting of Eq.(21), the switching state change ~ 2 , ~  = 
0 + 1 is being held in a minimum distance from si,,, = 1 + 0 and the 
switching state change sz,,, = 1 + 0 is being held in a minimum distance from 
si,"+l = 0 + l), where the minimum distance is defined by Tt. According to 
the explanations given in section 2.1, the stationary operation is characterized 
therefore by locking of the switching status regions s2 = 1 in the regions 
81 = o .  
For the length of a switching period Tp there follows: 

(24) 
1 + k t  1 + 2kt Lh 

Tp = (1 - m)(m +EL) -+ Uo (1 - m)(m + EL) T t .  

For the relative turn-on time (duty cycle of the transistors) there results, as 
can be expected from the operation of the system in continuous-conduction 
mode 

(IT = -tT,on = 1 - m . (25) 
1 
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2.2.3 Analysis for 0 < UN < 0.5 U0 

As will be shown in the following, the system description for m < 0.5 can 
simply be derived from the analysis given in section 2.2.2 for m > 0.5. 

Baaed on Eq.( 1) there follows 

m Uo m+kL UO k+=-- 1+2kL I k++=-- 
1 + 2 k ~  L ' 

(26) 
1 - m  U0 l - m + k L  l& k - = - -  

1+2kL L ' '--= 1+2kr. L ' 
where definitions according to Eqs.(2) and Eq.(4) are considered. For a change 
of the voltage transfer ratio from m to m' = 1 - m a relation of the current 
rates of change 

ki = k- k$+ = k-- kL = k+ kL- = k++ (27) 
is given accorhgly. E.g., for voltage transfer ratio m and switching state 
6 1  = 1 and s2 = 0 the same absolute values of the current rates of change 
of the partial currents as for m' = 1 - m and switching state 4 = 0 and 
4 = 1 are valid; according to Eq.(27) we have for il: k++ = kl - ,  for ia: 
k-- = P++. Under consideration of the different signs of the actual current 
change we can therefore obtain the shape of Ai; and A:; by using the mirror 
image of Ai1 and Ai2 with reference to the center ofthe hysteesis band. The 
corresponding switching functions dl and 4 are to be obtained by inversion 
Of the s d c h h g  function# 81 and 62. 

If we assume now that the analysis of the system behavior is related for m' 
to h+ (and not to h- as for m), the results derived thereby can be given 
directly by referring to the relations given in section 2.2.2 for m > 0.5. There, 
a replacement of the current rates of change according to 

k+ k l  k++ *kL- k- + k i  k-- +k>+ (28) 

has to be made. From this there follows the length of a pulse period of the 
region F' (corresponding to the region F for m > 0.5) via 

(according to Eq.(24), d section 2.2.2, region F) as 

A further transformation leads to 

(31) 
1 + 2 k ~  Lh 1+kL -+ T i .  

Tp'F' = m'( 1 - m' + kL) UO m'( 1 - m' + kL) 

Equation(31) can be obtained also directly from Eq.(24) by the replacement 

m - 1 - m ' .  (32) 

In the same manner there follows, e.g., the increase of the phase shift (tu be 
measured between the negative switching edges $a = 1 - 0 and si = 1 + 0) 
of the switching funetions dl and 4 per cycle from the relation for m and 
region D 

1 k- - A T ~ + ~ , , , D  = -(k++ - k+ + k-- - k-)(1+ -)Ti (33) 
k- - k++ 

(modified form of Eq.(17)) for m' and region D' as 

1 
A r n + l , , p  = -(kL- - kL + ki+  - k;)(l+ F ) T :  . (34) k;+ -- 

Based on this there results 

(35) 

where Eq.(26) is considered. For the sake of brevity further details have to be 
omitted here. 

2.2.4 Analysis for UN ss 0.5 U0 

A8 a more detailed analysis shows, the description of the system behavior as 
given in section 2.2.2 and section 2.2.3 for m > 0.5 for 

t T , m  5 tT,& + r: (W 
and wrmpondhgly for m < 0.5 for 

tT,ofi 5 tT,on + r t  (37) 

is valid here. The operating behavior for m ss 0.5 is not included, therefore. 

t I 
2+l 

Fig.6: Representation of the oppositephase lock-in process based 
on the time shapes of the current ripples Ai1 and Ai2 and of 
the corresponding snitching functions 6 1  and sa (cf. (a)) and 
of the lock-in characteristic (c f .  (b)). Operating parameters for 
(a) and characteristic (1) equal to tboee for Fig.t(c), especially 
m > 0.5, Tt = 6 . 5 ~  and kL = 0.33; characteristic (2): operating 
parameters as for ( l ) ,  but kL = 0.5; characteristic (3): operating 
parameters as for (l) ,  but Tr = 10 p; the time marks shown along 
the abscii  are related to characteristic (1). The phase shift of the 
negative switching edges s1 = 1 -+ 0 and of the positive switching 
edges 62 = 0 - 1 (as being present in the stationary case, cf. Fig. 
5(f)) can also reach values > T:. This is evident from the lock-in 
pro- (11) as shown for (2). 

If now for m > 0.5 the on-time becomes larger than the maximumon-time (as 
defined by Eq.(36)) or, if the input voltage becomes smaller than the minimum 
input voltage corresponding to this maxi- relative on-time, there results 
(as can be checked by digital simulation) a locking of the pulses 82 = 1 in the 
center of the off-intervals 61 = 0 and therefore an ideal phase shift 7, = iTp 
of 61 and sa. Equal conditions are d i d  for relative off-times becoming larger 
than their maximum value given for m < 0.5. 

The extremly involved description of this case would go beyond the scope of 
this paper. It is important to note that also in the vicinity of the operating 
point m = 0.5 or QT = 0.5 (and not only and exclusively in operating point 
m = 0) there results a phase displacement of S I  and 82 by half a p u b  period. 
Therefore, in this region for the. self-adjusting staggered switching the same 
conditions are given as also for constant switching frequency and force stagge- 
red switching. For m > 0.5 and m < 0.5 only an approximate correspondence 
of force and self-adjusting staggered switching is given. 

2.3 Opposite-Phase Lock-In Characteristic 

The entering of the system into the oppositephase mode can be represented 
clearly graphically based on the reaults derived in the previous sections. For 
this purpose one has to draw the timeshift rn+l of the switching functions 
(given after one switching cycle hss elapeed) over the displacement r, at the 
beginning of the switching cycle. For the further considerations m > 0.5 is 
assumed. There, one has to distinguish among the regions A - F according 
to the analysis in section 2.2.2. If the minor image with respect to the line 
r,+l = r, of the characteristic rn+l = rn+l{rn} (r, = r,{r,+l}) is added, we 
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obtain the oppositephase lock-in characterisitc shown in Fig.G(b) where each 
end point rn+l can be interpreted as a new initial time-shift < . From this one 
can directly gain <+1 = rn+2. A stepby-step continuation of this procedure 
(until the line rn+l = r,, is reached) cove= the entire lock-in pro- (cf. (I) 
and (11) in Fig.g(b)). 

The influence of parameter changes on the lock-in pro- is especially clearly 
described by the lock-in characteristic. As an example there is shown in Fig.6 
besides the characteristic (1) for T, = 6 . 5 ~  and kL = 0.33 (remaining par& 
meters cf. Fig.t(c)) also the characterisitc for Tt = 6 . 5 ~  and kL = 0.5 (cf. 
(2)) and for Tr = lops and kL = 0.33 (d (3)). The increase of the switching 
delay time Ti as well as the increase of the coupling kL results in an incre- 
ase of the phase shifting effect or in a widening of the lock-in characteristic. 
Therefore, the stationary phase shift is obtained within a reduced number of 
switching cycles. 

Remark: For initial phase equality rn = 0 of the switching functions and ideal 
symmetry theoretically no phase shift of switching functions would occur. 
Bowever, due to the unsymmetries (practically always given) and/or due to a 
disturbance in the current measurement signals i l  and iz there is always given 
a minor lag of sa as compared to s1 which initiates the lock-in process. 

2.4 Sensitivity to Unsymmetries 

Because of the assumption of ideal symmetry for the mathematical description 
of the system behavior we have to pose the question concerning the sensitivity 
of the locked-in state with respect to an unsymmetry of the partial systems 
(tolerances *AT,, *Ah, *Ai*, fAL) .  This question is important regarding 
practical realization. 

In the following we will analyse the influence of a tolerance AT, = f 6 T ,  of 
the switching delay times of the partial systems 

This should work as an example for the effects of an unsymmetry on the system 
behavior. There, m > 0.5 is assumed and only the region E (cf. section 2.2.2) 
is considered. Thereby also the boundary of the stationary operation (region 
F) is covered. 

As an involved calculation shows, there results (as a consequence of the un- 
symmetry) a reduction of the ph-shift of s1 and s2 per switching cycle 

(AT,,+~,,, ,EJ=O denotes the phase shift per switching cycle as being present 
for ideal symmetry 6 = 0, cf. Eq.(38)). According to Eq.(39) this reduction 
is proportional to the relative tolerance 6. 

The phase shift per switching cycle A ~ , , + I , ~ , E , ~  becomes 0 already for a shift 
of S Z , ~  = 0 -+ 1 and  SI,^ = 1 --t 0 < Tt. The unsymmetry is therefore 
compensated by a reduction of the phase shift in the stationary operation. 
For extreme unsymmetry there remains an overlap of the regions s1 = 1 and 
s2 = 1 of the switching functions s1 and 8 2 .  As compared to ideal conditions 
there results a higher ripple of the total input current i~ = il + iz. 
As a closer analysis shows, the boundary of the system-inherent synchroniza- 
tion of s1 and sz in opposite phase (or of a locking of the pulse frequencies of 
the partial systems) is reached independently of m for 

For a typical value k t  = 0.33 this means (theoretically) a maximum admis- 
sible tolerance of the switching delay times Tt,l and Tt,z of = 0.2 or 
G,l = 0.67Tt,z. For the unsymmetry 6 < 0.05 to be expected at  the most 
for practical relaization therefore a sufficient robustness of the self-adjusting 
ripple compensation is given. 

By digital simulation also the insensitivity of the locked-in state with regard 
to further unsymmetries (as to be expected for practical realization) of the 
partial systems (tolerances *Ah, *Ai*, *AL) has been checked and proven. 
The detailed investigation of the robustness is the topic of further research at  
present. The results shall be published in a further paper in connection with 
an optimization of the system behavior (via a proper choice of the parameters 
kL and T,). 

3 Digital Simulation 

For supplying the system shown in Fig.2 from the AC mains 

UN = UNsinuNt (41) 

there is a continuous variation of the voltage transfer ratio 

(42) 
UN m = M sin WNt M = - < l .  
U0 

For a switching frequency fp being high as compared to the mains frequency 
f~ (WN = 2TfN) one can assume, however, that the input voltage is constant 
over several switching cycles. Therefore, no basic change of the operating 
behavior (as described in the previous sections for m < 0.5, m = 0.5 and 

0.0 
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Fig.7: Results of a digital simulation of the ope- 
ration behavior of the system shown in Fig.2 for 
sinusoidal input voltage for T* = 0 (c f .  (a) and 
(b)) and for Tt = 6 . 5 ~ s  (cf. ( c )  and (a)). Repre- 
sentation of the partial currents il and i z  and of 
the total current i N  (6A/div) within half a mains 
period ( c f .  (a) and (c)) and of the correspon- 
ding phase diagrams Ai2 = AiZ{Ail} (1.25A/div) 
of the ripples of the partial currents. Time SCB- 

le: 2.5ms/div; simulation parameters: UN = 
311V,Uo = 380V,I;j = 8A,hm, = ~ A , L N  = 
1.6 mH, L1 = LZ = 4.8 mH. (4 

-2s 0.0 2 5  
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Fig.8: Time shapes (corresponding to Fig.7) 
of the ripple Ai1 of the partial current il and 
of the ripple AiN of the total current iN. (a): 
Tt = 0 (cf. Fig.T(a) and (b)); (b): Tt = 6 . 5 p  
(cf. Fig.7(c) and (d)); scales: 2.5ms/div, 

(b) 2.5A/div. 

0.01 0.m 

m > 0.5 and for constant input voltage and constant hysteresis band width) 
can be expected. 

As a d&d simulation proves, in a n a o b  to the considerations in connection 
with Fig.4(a) a self-adjusting staggered switching of the partial systems also 
for AC supply (besides coupling k~ of the partial systems) is linked to a delay 
Tt of the control signah of the power t r c "  For switching ideally without 
delay (G = 0) of TI and Ta no phase s h i  of the ripple currents occurs. This 
means $so, that no cancellation of the harmonica of the partial currents il 
and iz results (d time shape of iN shown in Fig.7(a)). 

By imertion of a switching delay time Tt there results a phase-shifted operation 
of the partial systems in wide internla of the mains period. This reduces the 
ripple of the total current (d Fig.7(c)). The phase shift occumng there can 
be seen clearly for orthogonal plotting of the ripple currents Ai1 and Ai2 
(cf. Fig.7(d)) in the phase plane. The trajectory Ai2 = Aia(Ai1) shows an 
inclination angle of - f  with respect to the abscissa. Accordingly, an opposite 
phase. operation of the partial systems is present. The trajectory of the ripple 
currents for Tr = 0 shows an inclination angle of +: (c f .  Fig.7(b)) according 
to the then in phase variation of the currents il and i l .  

For low values of Tt (and variable hysteresis control) the partial currents are 
f o r d  into phase when the mains voltage approaches 0. Therefore, as the 
representation of the ripple of a partial current and of the total current shows 
(d Fig.S(b)) there results an in-phase operation of the partial systems over 
several switching cycles after each serwmesing of the mains voltage. Due 
to the rounding errors in the simulation (or, in practice, caused by a minor 
asymmetry of the partial syetems or by disturbances) there occurs finally a 
minor phase shift of the switching state &amgm of the partial systems. This 
initiate8 the lock-in into opposite-phase operation as deseribed in section 2.3. 

The ripple AiN of the mains current (shown in Fig.8(b)) shows the shape 
being characteristic dso for force staggered swi- of the partial systems 
(cf. Fig.13 in [4]). In consistency with the considerations of section 2.2.4 
the partial systems are synchronized idealy in opposite phase for m % 0.5. 
Accordingly, in the points m = 0.5 (d F%.3(b)) or for UN = !jUo (the 
inductive fundamental voltage drops a c m  LN and L1 or La are neglected) 
AiN = 0 k obtained. Because of this contraction of the ripple current shape 
in m = 0.5 there remains only a relatively low ripple of the mains current also 
for m > 0.5 (in the vicinity of the mains voltage maximum) despite the larger 
hysteresis band width being present there for variable hysteresis control. 

4 Experimental Results 

The experimental analysis of the operating behavior of the circuit shown in 
Fig.2 has been performed at the University of Minnesota. The realization of 

I I I I I I I I I I  
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the laboratory model has been based on the following operational parameters 
(nominal values) and specifications of the circuit elements 

Po = 500W (io = 206V UN = 150V f~ = 60HZ 
h,,=lA L N = ~ ~ H  L = 5 m H  Tt%3.5ps 

( h  denotes the width of the hysteresis band at the maximum of the mains 
voltage). The values of the inductances being relatively high as compared 
to a dimensioning for industrial application (and the low average switching 
frequency fp,avg % 9 kHz) have been chosen for makiig a clear representation 
of the system function possible. Furthermore, due to the easier adjustability 
of the coupling factor kL the magnetic coupling of the partial systems has 
been replaced by the arrangement corresponding to a T-equivalent circuit 
(cf. Fig.2). For the realization of the current control (realized as variable 
hysteresis control) of each partial system integrated control circuits CS322 
(Cherry Semiconductor Corp.) have been used. The current reference values 
have been derived directly from the input voltage. The switching delay time 
T, (being adjusted to the relatively low pulse frequency) has been obtained 
in connection with the threshold voltage of the power MOSFM's by series 
resistances at the gate and an increase of the gate capacitance by paralleling 
of capacitors. 

As becomes immediately clear by comparing Fig.7(c) and Fig.9 the theoretical 
considerations are proven by measurement results. There remains only a very 
low ripple in the total current iN. The low-frequency distortion of the input 
current corresponds to the distortion of the mains  voltage UN. It is caused by 
the derivation of the reference values of the partial currents from the mains 
voltage. 

5 Simplification of the System Structure 

From an engineering point-of-view finally the question has to be pcxled if for 
obtaining a certain operating behavior (i.e., actually for the solution of a 
control-oriented problem), in fact a coupling of the power cimuifs of the partial 
systems would be required. 

When the circuit shown in Fig.2 is represented as a control-oriented block 
structure, the influence of LN occurs in the form of a coupling of voltage 
differences formed dependent on the respective switching state. As can be seen 
by transformation of the block structure via transposition of the branching and 
summation points, the coupling can be realised also based on partial currents, 
however. If this consideration is applied to the actual circuit, there results the 
system structure as given in Fig.10. 

As a digital simulation proves, the circuits according to Fig.2 and Fig.10 show 
an identical operating behavior with respect to the lock-in of the switching 
functions 81 and 8 2  in opposite phase. There, the relations 

Fig.9: Experimental analysis 
of the self-adjusting staggered 
switching of an AC-DC boost 
power factor corrector accor- 
ding to Fig.2. (a): input cur- 
rents il and ia of the partial 
systems (0.5A/div); (b): total 
input current iN of the system 
(4A/div) and mains voltage UN 

(50V/div). Time scale: for (a): 
1 ms/div, for (b): 2ms/div. 
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have to be considered. A detailed investigation of the operating behavior and 
a umparimn of the naliwtion &rta of the circuits is the bpic of further 
reseprch at present. 

6 Conclusions 

The staggered switching of partial systems wnnected in parallel becomes of 
special importance increasingly dso for the rediration of converter systems 
of lower power, high eaiciency and high poaer deaaity ( c f .  e.g., [20] or [21]). 
(The importance for higher power systems, e.g., for traction application, has 
been already stressed very much in the past.) 

As this paper shows, a s t a g g e d  operation UUL be obtained not only via a di- 
rect voltage control with constant switching frequency of the partial systems 
(force stagged operation) but ae0 for hys& control of the partial cur- 
rents (variable switching frequency) by coupling of the power circuits of the 
partial systems in connection with delaying the control signala of the power 
transistors. 

There result the folloning advantagen and disadvantages as compared to force 

Advantages: 

staggered switching: 

+ simple d i i l t i y  (especially for replacing LN (c f .  Fig.2) by coupling 
of the current control loops (cf .  Fig.10)) 

+ insensitivity of the current control regardig the shape of the input vol- 
tage (if a not d m t  mains-dependent current reference value is given) 

+ highly dynamic current control 
+ due to the not constant pulse frequency a more even distribution of 

the spectrum of the harmonic power as compared to force staggered 
switching (constant pulse frequency) is ob ta in4  this means that there 
exists the possibility of reducing the tiltering effort [22] 

+ direct guidance of the partial currents, direct overcurrent limitation, no 
additional provisions required for Symmetnrst ' ion of the input currents of 
the partial systems; the self-adjasting shggmed switching is linked only 
to a locally equal width of the curnnt hynteresia band of the partial 
currents, but not to an equal value of the current reference values; this 
means that the possibility of a specific umymmetric load distribution 
for redundant parallel connection is w b l e .  

Disadvantages: 

- due to the fact that the phase shift of the partial systems usually deviates 
from T, the total input current shows a slightly lugher harmonic content 
as compared to force staggered switching; e.g., for m > 0.5 a phase shift 
of the switching functions of at least r, = t~,,, , ,  + T, is present in the 
stationary case; especially for values CYT + 0 this does not correspond 
to the ideal phase l i f t  of half a m i t e h i  period ;Tp. Therefore, the 
self-dusting staggered switching (or input current ripple cancellation) 
can be set directly equal to a force staggered switching only for voltages 
UN ra Clo and/or in the vicinity of aT = 0.5. 

Fig.10 Structure of the circuit ac- 
cording to Fig.2 if the inductance LN 
(coupling the partial systems) is repla- 
ced by a coupling k of the current con- 
trol loops. The apparent reduction (due 
to the coupling) of the partial currents 
has to be considered by a factor (1 - E) 
in the reference value path of the cur- 
rent control. 

- presence of low-frequency harmonica in the mains current for high 

- so far limitation to two partial systems 
- limited applicability (concerning the self-adjusting ripple cancellation) 

- limitation to continuous conduction mode. 

snit- delay time T* (cf. shape o f  A i l  in Fig.B(b)) 

for wide input voltage region 

Basically, with the proposed concept a significant reduction of the input cur- 
rent harmonica of a converter built up by parallel connection of two partial 
systems is obtained, where the advantages of simple hysteresis control are 
maintained. A limitation of the applicability is given only where a wide input 
voltage region and heavily c41anging load (including open load condition) are 
to be expected. 

6.1 Future Research 

The aim of this paper has been to introduce the basic features of a new circuit 
and control concept. There exist a multitude of tasks for further research 
projects : 

optimization of the operating behavior via appropriate choice of k' and 
T1 where the unsymmetries of the partial systems (tolerances *AT, ,  
&Ah,  *Ai* ,  f A L ,  etc.) as they occur in practical realization have to 
be considered; as optimization criteria there are to be seen AIN,-*,  
A&,- ( i  = 1,2) and the amplitude of possibly existing low-frequency 
mains current harmonica 
analysis of the applicability of the concept for other basic converter 
structures; according to investigations performed so far an applicability 
is also possible for buck-converters 
based on the duality of a circuit structure formed by paralleling two 
buck converters and of a threelevel boost converter (cf. Fig.1 in [23] or 
[24]) the transfer of the concept to threelevel converters should be tried 
comparison of the realization effort for magnetic coupling of the input 
inductances LI (cf. Fig.1) and for replacement of the coupled winding 
arrangement by a T-equivalent circuit (cf. Fig.2) 
it should be tried to extend the control-oriented coupling of partial sy- 
stems (cf. Fig.11) to more than two partial systems 
investigation of the applicability of the concept to three-phase conver- 
ters; here, especially the &ect of the mutual influence of the phases for 
simple hysteresis current control (cf. p. 297 in [25]) is of interest. 

The optimization of the operating behavior and the question of the applicabi- 
lity of the concept to buck converters for the case of control-oriented coupling 
of the partial systems is the topic of further research at the University of 
Minnesota and the Technical University of Vienna at present. 
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